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The
“ MOLYNEUX THEORY “
on the
MURRAY‐DARLING BASIN AUTHORITY’S STATEGIC PLAN (MDBA)
1.

Instead of decreasing the water allocations to irrigators we should be capturing more
surface water and storing it in large aquifers for recovery when required.

2.

The strategic area of the board’s plan is too restrictive and does not look at the
problem holistically on a national basis by not mentioning THE GREAT ARTESIAN
BASIN (GAB) in the scheme.

3.

Money spent on water buy‐back is ill founded and could be better spent on
infrastructure that offers more nationally sustainable solutions.

4.

Unite the groundwater and surface water authorities so they have to work together
for the national good. (They are currently separate government bodies)

5.

The (GAB) holds 64,900 million ML and is the largest water system in the land and it
should be considered in any water security plan.

6.

During the wet season NT and north QLD receive massive rainfall that wastefully
flows into the Gulf of Carpentaria. This could seriously recharge the GAB aquifer and
allow water to be recovered along existing river courses bringing prosperity to
otherwise drought ravaged communities inland.

7.

Government regulations (SA) state that the volume/quality of water you recharge in
the aquifer can be recovered at the same rate at a point of your choice. There will
obviously be technical problems doing it on this scale but the Snowy Scheme was
also a technically difficult plan in it’s time but is now the cornerstone of our national
power and water needs.

8.

Make a serious study of Colin Pitman’s (Salisbury council) technique and implement
it on a national basis because he has proved it can work.

9.

Reward efficient irrigators with increased water allocations as this is the only reward
most of them seek.

10. Extend the Murray‐Darling levy to all states, no more talk fests and fat cat snouts in
the trough we just need an ACTION‐ FEST
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